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In a lecture, Swamiji was asked, “Can there be true God-
consciousness even while living and functioning in the 
physical world, with all its suffering and misery?” This was 
Swamiji’s reply.  

God-consciousness, or Samadhi, doesn’t mean that one just 
sits motionless like a rock! True God-realization involves 
realizing God right here and now, bringing the knowledge 
and equanimity gained in silent, mystical communion with 
the Supreme down to the world. That is Sahaja Samadhi–the 
natural Samadhi. The realized person remains in constant 
union, constant identification with God, yet he continues 
to use his body and mind for the benefit of humanity. We 
have the mind and body for this purpose– and here we are! 
The important point is that so long as we are living in this 
physical world, the mind and body are still subject to the 
laws of matter.  

I know it sounds hard, but we must remember that when 
we see suffering, it is not the immortal Self that suffers.  It 
is difficult, yet let us remember that it is not our essence–
our true identity as children of God–that undergoes anguish 
and pain. Even a realized person, what we call a Jivanmukta, 
will have to live out his Karma until he is finally free. That 
is why great saints like Ramakrishna and Ramana Maharshi 
experienced cancer. Often I am asked, “Why should such 
great souls have such horrid diseases? They even appear to 
have suffered. “The answer is that as the Self, they never had 
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Suffering 
By H. H. Sri Swami Satchidananda
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The Goal of 
Integral Yoga

The goal of Integral Yoga, and the birthright of every indi-
vidual is to realize the spiritual unity behind all the diversities 
in the entire creation and to live harmoniously as members 
of one universal family. 

This goal is achieved by maintaining our natural condition of 
a body of optimum health and strength, senses under total 
control, a mind well-disciplined, clear and calm, an intellect as 
sharp as a razor, a will as strong and pliable as steel, a heart 
full of unconditional love and compassion, an ego as pure as a 
crystal, and a life filled with Supreme Peace and Joy.

Attain this through asanas, pranayama, chanting of Holy 
Names, self-discipline, selfless action, mantra japa, 
meditation, study and reflection.

 Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti.
 Ever yours in Yoga,

Integral Yoga®

as you undergo the dualities of life (praise and blame, success 
and failure, profit and loss, etc.). Reverend Jaganath Carrera 
expands on the role of pain in our spiritual journey as put forth 
in his book on Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, Inside the Yoga Sutras. 
“Sutra 2.1. Accepting pain as help for purification, study, and 
surrender to the Supreme Being constitute Yoga in practice… 
Tapas is not resignation, a passive submission to the sorrows of 
life; it is the embracing of pain as friend and teacher.”

Delving into the Deep Rest of Yoga Nidra is an opportunity 
presented to us by Stacy Kamala Waltman. Who could resist?

Mindful Asana by Francesca Gobeille emphasizes the 
importance of approaching our asanas. “…as I felt my way 
through living postures realized that there is, indeed, no 
difference between my morning sitting meditation and 
evening asanas.”

Yoga for Athletes by Alexandra DeSiato shares with us 
how, ”In two important ways, Yoga mirrors the training of 
endurance and team-sport athletes.”

Yoga Therapy for Total Hip Replacement by Sofia Friedman, 
Ph. D. tells us how she “was caught in a turmoil of devastating 
emotions that kept me in a negative frame of mind. Regaining 
my sense of well-being became imperative and I embarked on a 
self-healing trip which was the roller coaster ride of my life! And 
how she “…believed that through Yoga, I would be able to get 
back on my own two feet and pursue my self-sufficiency.” And 
with the constant practice of Yoga exercises she did just that.

We hope you also enjoy the other enlightening articles and 
offerings of this issue. Om Shanti, Bharata 
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From The Editor
Welcome to our latest edition of the IYTA
Newsletter. This issue covers a large range
of  practices  and  applications  of  Integral
Yoga in different modern and post-modern
settings. Also, we are excited to announce
the    Global    Garland    2014    Centennial
Celebration at Yogaville.

We begin the issue with Sri Gurudev’s discussion of suffering.
He makes it clear that as long as we have a body and mind
in this world we will experience some form of suffering. “I
know  it  sounds  hard,  but  we  must  remember  that  when
we see suffering, it is not the immortal Self that suffers. It is
difficult, yet let us remember that it is not our essence–our
true identity as children of God–that undergoes anguish and
pain. Even a realized person, what we call a Jivanmukta, will
have to live out his Karma until he is finally free.” That true
freedom  from  suffering  comes  from  identifying  with  the  ‘I
the Witness”, not “I the sufferer.”

Sri  Swami  Sivananda  describes  how  the  “last  process  of
evolution is called Yoga.” Describing what has been called in
the perennial philosophy, “The Great Chain of Being, “This
remarkable  unfolding  from  the  stone  to  the  God  goes  on
through millions of years, through eons of time. But in the
individual this unfolding takes place more rapidly and quickly
with all the force of its past behind it.”

Swami Asokananda brings us another gem from the Bhagavad
Gita and begins by pointing out that, “Spiritual life may be very
challenging,  but  it’s  not  very  complicated:  1)  Separate  the
feeling of “I” from the gunas of the mind (tamas-dullness, rajas-
restlessness, and sattwa-balance), and 2) Keep the mind steady
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cancer. Their bodies were diseased, their minds experienced 
profound pain, and yet they themselves were watching–yes, 
like bystanders.  I saw it myself when I had the great privilege 
to be with Ramana Maharshi before he left his body. I could 
hardly stand the sight, yet he smiled and teased me and the 
others as if we were fools. “What kind of Yoga is this, eh?” 
He would say, “Why do you worry so?  This body is just 
undergoing its Karma.“  

Occasionally he would cry out in pain–and then he would 
smile, “Ah, the poor mind can’t bear it. Poor mind, poor 
body, it seems to you a heavy burden, eh?” He underwent a 
cancer operation without any sedatives–a cancer operation! 
The doctors said it would be impossible without anesthesia. 
But Ramana Maharshi steadfastly refused. “No.  Just do it.” 
As they were removing the cancer: “Poor arm, tsk, tsk, tsk... 
I told them not to operate on you but they insisted. Okay. 
So now you must be strong and accept it.“ He spoke with 
profound compassion, as if he were consoling somebody 
else. And really he was talking to his own body, telling his 
own mind. Because he knew that before the cancer, during 

the cancer and after the cancer he would still  be the Self. 
He had attained this God-conscious state and he rested in 
that peace. For myself, I could no longer stand the sight of 
it. I wept and told him so; I told him that I wanted to go.  
Fourteen days before he left the body, I took leave of him. 
And he understood; he just nodded his head. I went straight to 
Rishikesh, and the day I arrived the radio brought the news that  
Ramana Maharshi had passed away.  

Ramana Maharshi witnessed the mental and physical feelings, 
resting secure in the knowledge that everything in this world 
must pass away. Through detachment, through constant 
questioning, we can realize this God-conscious-state too. It is 
our own true and abiding nature.  

“Who am I, having this hunger? Who is this, feeling thirsty? 
Who is this who feels unhappy? Am I always this way?  No?” 
I seem to go through these moods, thoughts, feelings, wants. 
I experience them–they come and go; ‘I’ remain.” So, I 
am something different than them. This questioning, this 
detachment is a path towards realizing the true Self. 

(Continued from Page 1)

Evolution and Yoga 
By Sri Swami Sivananda

The Hindu Sastras assert with astonishing emphasis: “This 
world of names and forms is unreal; God alone is Real.” The 
objects a man of the world considers precious a Yogi shuns 
as worthless. This world with all its variegated pleasures, 
its pains, its joys, its sorrows, its rivers, mountains, sky, sun, 
moon, and the stars; with its dukes and beggars exists only 
in order that the fragments of the one Self embodied in so 
many forms may regain their lost Divine Consciousness and 
realize the true pristine glory and manifest the powers of the 
Self through the matter that envelops them.

There is no such thing as inanimate matter. There is life 
in everything. Life is involved in a piece of stone. Matter 
is vibrant with life. This has been conclusively proved by 
modern science. Smile with the flowers and the green grass. 
Play with the butterflies and the cobras. Shake hands with 
the shrubs, ferns and twigs. Talk to the rainbow, wind, stars 
and sun. Converse with the running brooks and the turbulent 
waves of the sea. Keep company with your walking stick and 
enjoy its sweet company. Develop friendship with all your 
neighbors, dogs, cats, cows, human beings, trees, in fact, 
with all nature’s creation. Then you will have a wide, perfect, 
rich, full life. Then you will realize God. Then you will achieve 
success in Yoga. This state can hardly be described in finite 
words. It should be felt and experienced by you by unfolding 
the divinity within. 

This remarkable unfolding from the stone to the God goes 
on through millions of years, through eons of time. But 
in the individual this unfolding takes place more rapidly 
and quickly with all the force of its past behind it. These 
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forces that manifest and unveil themselves in evolution 
are cumulative in their power. Embodied in the stone, in 
the mineral world, they grow and put out a little more 
strength, and in the mineral world accomplish their 
unfolding. Then they become too strong for the mineral 
and press on into the vegetable world. There they unfold 
more and more of their divinity, until they become too 
mighty for the vegetable, and become animal. Expanding 
within and gaining experiences from the animal, they again 
overflow the limits of the animal and appear as the human. 
In the human being they still grow and accumulate with 
ever-increasing force, and exert greater pressure against 
the barrier, and then out of the human, they press into 
the superhuman. This last process of evolution is called 
Yoga. Therefore Yoga, when it is definitely begun, is not 
something new, as is often imagined. 

If you begin to view Yoga in this light, then this Yoga which 
looked so foreign and so strange will appear to wear a familiar 

face, and come to you in a garb not altogether strange. It will 
not look so strange that from the man you should pass on to 
superman, from mortality to immortality, and enter a region 
where divinity becomes more manifest. 

When you begin to learn that there is one Self in all these 
names and forms, that He is the same in a king or a peasant, 
in a bird or a beast, in a man or a woman, in a stone or a 
piece of wood, that all powers seen throughout the world 
are latent in “inorganic” substances also, that this Self is the 
same at all times, and that there is no increase or diminution 
in the Self, then Yoga will become possible of achievement.

In fact you have practiced Yoga, consciously or unconsciously, 
in your previous births, and this is a vital point that should 
not be lost sight of. All that you have now to do is to give 
a powerful momentum to quicken the process of unfolding 
the divinity and attain the Highest Goal of Life—Perfection, 
Peace, Joy, Immortality and Happiness.

When I was first given the Sanskrit name of Santoshi I thought, 
how appropiate, how well it suited me, as I thought I had a 
bubbly personality so of course I thought this was the reason. 

Talking about this with my husband Surya, he said, “Swamiji 
has given you that name because you are never happy with 
what you have!!! This retort really hit me between the eyes. 
“No way”, I thought, I really didn’t believe him. 

Having been a primary schoolteacher all my life the first 
thing I did was to find a dictionary and  look up the definition 
of Contentment. It said, “Contentment is a state of happiness 
and satisfaction.” A yogic definition for Contentment read, 
“Contentment is a willingness to live in this present moment.”  
Now that started to ring a chord with me. The present 
moment was something I had never been aware of as I was 
always living (in my mind) in the past or in the future. 

Again something my husband had told me on my honeymoon 
rang true.“ If you’re in Rome enjoy Rome don’t think about  
what Florence will be like!” That was me through and through. 
Funnily enough by the time I retired from teaching at the age 
of 55, I gave all the members of staff a little  postcard with 
the following message: “Yesterday is  history, tomorrow’s a 
mystery today is the present, a gift. Enjoy it.”

As is the way with Yoga, I was  approached to give  talks, write 
essays on the subject. Yes, you’ve guessed it,  Contentment 
and also on Book 2. Sutra 42 “ By the practice of Contentment 
supreme joy is gained.” Reading and researching for this, I 
begun to realize the enormity of the Present Moment and 
Contentment as well. 

Going back to the definition of Contentment where it 
describes it as a “state of happiness and satisfaction,”  

Sri Swami Satchidananda in his commentary of Patanjali’s 
Sutras, states the difference between these two concepts. He 
says, “In order to be content one must embrace perfection 
and imperfection.” (Bk. 2 Sutra  42).

Now that is an entirely  new way of looking at Contentment. 
How can that be achieved? Patanjali mantains that “true 
Contentment is achieved when the mind is free from Rajas 
and Tamas,” meaning when the mind is Sattvic or in perfect 
balance.

With wordly sources of happiness there is always the threat 
of it going away but true contentment cannot be diminished. 
There are two qualities necessary for taking contentment on 
board, Surrender and Acceptance.

Instead of hankering after things you don’t have or wanting 
anything to be different than it is, you are able to Surrender 
and Accept things as they are.

Looking through Yogic texts I came across a definition of 
Contentment that really impacted me. It read, ”Contentment 
is necessary for the Yogic aspirant for keeping his mind in a 
state of equilibrium.”

I think that this is, for me , the raison d’etre of Contentment. 
For those of us on the Yogic path, we are all well aware of the  
play of our monkey mind and  know  Swamiji’s description 
of it. “It is like a drunken monkey, stung by a scorpion and  
possessed by Demons.” My conclusion: I  need to “Practice 
for a long time without a break and in all earnestness.”

Need I say more?

Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti.

Contentment 
By Paddy San Gibraltar
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Spiritual life may be very challenging, but it’s not very 
complicated: 1) Separate the feeling of “I” from the gunas 
of the mind (tamas-dullness, rajas-restlessness, and sattwa-
balance), and 2) Keep the mind steady as you undergo the 
dualities of life (praise and blame, success and failure, profit 
and loss, etc.). Both of these require deep spiritual work and 
maturation. This will allow us to achieve what Sri Krishna calls 
Atmanvan-“being centered in the true Self.”  

Interestingly, though Krishna affirms to Arjuna that he is 
beyond the three gunas, he asks Arjuna to hold onto one 
of them—sattwa. He says, “nitya-sattwa-sthah”—“remain ever 
established in sattwa.” Krishna is letting us know that it is 
much easier to slip into of the realm of the Spirit from the 
calmness and steadiness of a sattwic mind.  

The key to truly enjoying life is developing a sattwic mind. 
How to do that? Again, it’s very challenging, but simple: Train 
the mind to do one thing at a time with focus. Try it for a day—
while you are brushing your teeth, eating a meal, moving your 
bowels—and see how much the mind resists this.  

Why the resistance? Krishna indicates that it comes from 
feeling the need to acquire and hold on to stuff. The stuff 
is not the problem, but rather “feeling the need” to cling. 
Stuff will tend to come and go; running after and clinging to 
things takes a lot of energy and is anxiety-provoking. There 
is nothing wrong with going after what we want in life and 
taking good care of what we have. But if we can temper this 
with the trust that what we truly need will be brought to us 
and whatever is taken away we can live without, then our 
heart will be more at peace.   

So, let’s stay regular in our meditation practice. This will help 
us to remain focused in whatever we are doing, which will 
help the mind to develop the poise of sattwa. Then from 
sattwa we can transcend the mental level and really enjoy 
watching the show! 

Join Swami Asokananda for his upcoming workshop in 
Yogaville on June 20–22, 2014:
Deepening Our Understanding of the Four Main Paths of 
Yoga: An Experiential Retreat.   
See more on the web at: http://www.yogaville.org/
products/deepening-our-understanding-of-the-four-main-
paths-of-yoga-an-experiential-retreat/

Or call ARC at 800-858-9642 for more information.

Bhagavad Gita Study
Commentary by Swami Asokananda

Chapter 2 Verse 45: “The Vedas deal in the realm of the gunas of Nature. Arjuna, 
you are beyond these three qualities! Know this and live free and unaffected by the 
pairs of opposites. Remain ever-balanced in Sattwa, freed from the need to get or 
hold on to anything, and centered in your true Self.”

Gems from the Thirukural
Let a person learn without error or doubt all 
that is worthy of learning; after learning so, 
let him live up to that.

A well in sandy soil will well up to the extent 
one digs; wisdom will grow in people to the 
extent of their study.

The learning which a person has acquired 
in one birth will stand him in good stead for 
seven more births.

Words from the mouths of men of righteous 
conduct are like a steadying staff On slippery 
ground
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Inside the Yoga Sutras
By Reverend Jaganath Carrera

Published by Integral Yoga Publications, Yogaville, Virginia

Sadhana Pada (Portion on Practice)  

Sutra 2.1. Accepting pain as help for purification, 
study, and surrender to the Supreme Being constitute 
Yoga in practice. 

The practices listed in this sutra, called Kriya Yoga, constitute 
the context in which all other Yoga practices are placed. 
They are the foundation of spiritual life in general and serve 
as a preparation for the eight limbs of Yoga (see sutra 2.29).  

The three aspects of Kriya Yoga are a synergistic combination 
of:  

Tapas: the acceptance of challenges as a help for purification  

Svadhyaya: refinement of the intellect through introspection 
and the acquisition of knowledge (study) 

Ishwara Pranidhana: leading a life dedicated to God (self—
surrender)

Related Sutra: 2.32: Lists these three observances as part of 
the niyamas.  

Accepting Pain as Help for Purification: Tapas

No one wants to suffer, yet the first word from Sri Patanjali 
in the section on Yoga practice is tapas, “accepting pain.” 
He gives prominent position to an attitude, a way of 
perceiving and responding to the experiences of life. We are 
challenged to engage life actively with an outlook that may 
seem far-fetched; that anything that happens–no matter 
how painful–can be used for spiritual growth. In some way, 
although not always readily apparent, everything truly is 
for the good—our good. Tapas is not resignation, a passive 
submission to the sorrows of life; it is the embracing of pain 
as friend and teacher.  

Tapas begins to make sense only when we understand 
that pain—psychological or physical—is a sign that we have 
encountered a limitation in ourselves. Stretch a muscle 
beyond the limits of its tissues, and we feel pain. Push the 
mind beyond the limits of what it perceives to be just and 
proper, and we experience suffering. But to be free, we 
need to overcome our limitations. They need to be exposed, 
examined, and uprooted (a process, by the way, that is 
greatly aided by study and surrender to God). However, 
while some of our short-comings are apparent, many others 
remain hidden in the subconscious, where they do their 
mischievous work. Tapas helps uncover hidden shortcomings 
by forcing them to surface in the conscious mind. Taken with 
the right understanding, suffering can bring forth the effort 
to overcome limitations. It also stimulates introspection and 
inspires creativity. For example, it can help us find fresh, 

meaningful ways to convince and entice ourselves to sit for 
daily meditation or to uncover a lesson hidden in our chronic 
disease that will bring us peace of mind. 

Of course, adhering to the “no pain, no gain” philosophy is 
difficult while we are hurting. 

Day after day, opportunities arise to practice acceptance, 
but instead we find ourselves caught up in resistance, anger, 
or depression.  In the name of tapas, seekers expend great 
energy struggling to reconcile their beliefs with their own 
shortcomings and the disappointing realities of life. But the 
struggle is not fruitless; it brings us to a deeper self-knowledge 
and a truer understanding of life.  

Tapas is not simply a patient, if unsettling, wait for painful 
events to come along so that they can be accepted. It can 
also be a voluntary act of will, a choice to embark knowingly 
on a path that might bring discomfort and challenge before 
producing its benefits. Fasting is an example of a voluntary 
practice of tapas. Some yogis willingly accept the discomfort 
of hunger one day a week as a help in purifying the body 
and strengthening the mind. The practice of tapas might  
also take the form of a shy person studying public speaking, 
someone  who fears heights taking a ride on a Ferris wheel, 
or an individual who  feels clumsy signing up for a class in 
tap dance.  

Tapas also refer to the effort to be regular in the Yoga 
practices and to live a yogic lifestyle. For example, a comfy 
bed can beckon us to continue sleeping when the alarm 
signals the dawn of a new day.  The effort—the inner voice 
coaxing us to get up, the exercise of the  will, the mind’s 
reminder that meditation promises great benefits to  us, the 
prayer to God to help us leave the bed—all this is part of the  
practice of tapas.  

We’ve talked about tapas as the struggle to understand and 
accept that life’s trials have value for us. What can we expect 
from perfection in this practice? What does the practice 
of tapas ultimately bring the seeker? Obviously, the ability 
to endure and overcome problems strengthens the will. 
But that’s not the whole story. Far from being a pessimistic 
resignation to suffering, tapas is the embrace of the entirety 
of life. Tapas is the foundation of an intimate relationship 
with the Intelligence that animates life. This relationship 
gives birth to wisdom, the certain knowledge—a steadfast 
faith-—that the peace and joy of the inner Self is stronger and 
more enduring than any pain that life may bring. Through 
perfection in tapas, the fear that life is devoid of wisdom 
vanishes. Wisdom, faith, and fearlessness—these are the fruits 
of tapas.       

(End of Part 1 of 2 parts divided for publication. See Part 2 on 
Study and Surrender in our next issue.)



Centennial Celebration at Yogaville
Celebration Highlights: Friday July 11–Monday July 14, 2014

Friday July 11, Evening: Homa (fire ceremony) at Kailash 
with Swami Marudachalam of South India 

Saturday July 12, Morning: Centennial Program in the 
new Satsang Hall, with an opening Puja, a Light of Truth 
Universal Service, tributes to Sri Gurudev and the offering of 
recent publications 

Saturday July 12, Afternoon: a celebration of the legacy 
of Sri Gurudev’s Integral Yoga teachings with a choice  
of panels:

• The Expanding Role of Yoga in the Field of Health with Dr. 
Sandra Amrita McLanahan, Nischala Joy Devi and Jnani 
Chapman 

• The Integration of Yoga in Social Services and Education 
with Nalanie Chellaram, Rev. Lakshmi Barsel, Krishna 
Howeth, and Anthony Haro

• Yoga as Reflected in the Fine Arts with David Neuman 
(Durga Das), Padmarani Rasiah Cantu, Stephen Siva 
Fiske and Alan Asangan Binstock

• The Momentum of the Interfaith Movement hosted by 
Sr. Maureen Fiedler, NPR Interfaith Voices, with Sri DR 
Kaarthikeyan, Rama Jyoti Vernon, Swami Sarvaananda 
and Ruth Broyde-Sharone

The panels will be followed by special Darshan at Ananda 
Kutir 

Saturday July 12, Evening: Global Garland Gala including 
chanting with David Neuman (Durga Das), Bharatha Natyam 
dance with Padmarani Rasiah Cantu, tribute to Sri Gurudev 
by Dr. Dean Ornish, video tribute by Carole King, 60’s music 
and other inspiring offerings

Sunday July 13, Morning: Special Guru Puja at 
Chidambaram, Procession to LOTUS, and a World Peace 
Ceremony at LOTUS All Faiths Hall, celebrating the 28th 
Anniversary of LOTUS

Sunday July 13, Afternoon: a heartwarming tapestry 
of Sri Gurudev Stories/Lessons offered by Integral Yoga 
representatives from around the world, followed by various 
events: 

• Special Darshan at Ananda Kutir 
• Dances of Universal Peace 
• Concert of Original Music with Stephen Siva Fiske
• Classical Cello Concert with Tanya Anisimova

Sunday July 13, Evening: Global Garland Gala II:  
a joyful and inspirational program of chanting, music, dance, 
tributes and surprise offerings 

Monday July 14, Morning: Integral Yoga International 
Conference–a time to network and learn about the 
recent accomplishments and future plans of Yogaville, the 
Integral Yoga Institutes and Centers–focusing on the areas 
of the Integral Yoga teachings, health, social services and 
interfaith work 

The initial schedule of programs will evolve until July 2014. 
For updates as the Celebration blossoms, please check: 
www.globalgarland.org or www.yogaville.org. Click on 
Centennial Celebration among the revolving images at the 
top of the home page.

Centennial Package for 3 nights, July 11–14:

Dormitory: $485; Private Room/Shared Bath: $605;

Private Room/Private Bath: $655; Tent: $385

If you are staying off Ashram grounds, please call 
ARC (800) 858-9642 to register for the Centennial: 
($54 per day including meals)

Mahasamadhi Memorial 

August 16, 2014 We will observe the 12th Anniversary 
Memorial of the Mahasamadhi of Sri Gurudev with 
a Special Guru Puja in the morning at Chidambaram, 
Darshan in the afternoon at Ananda Kutir and Memorial 
Offerings in the evening at the Satsang Hall–in loving 
remembrance of Sri Gurudev and his Integral Yoga teachings 

Ashram December Centennial Events:

December 20, 2014: Centennial Program and Guru Puja 
in the morning, Darshan in the afternoon at Ananda Kutir 
and Centennial Offerings in the evening at the Satsang Hall

December 22, 2014: Special Guru Puja in the morning 
at Chidambaram, honoring the actual date of Sri Gurudev’s 
birth 100 years ago and Sri Gurudev Stories/Lessons in the 
evening at the Satsang Hall

Global Garland  2014 
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Yoga for Athletes
By Alexandra DeSiato

Yoga is an excellent practice for amateur and professional 
athletes to add to their training. More and more often, we 
see Yoga not just in studios and gyms, but also in the athletic 
training facilities of high schools, colleges, and professional 
teams. Athletes, coaches, and trainers see the fundamental 
ways that Yoga can encourage good athletic performance, 
focus, and recovery. Yoga serves as a complement to sport 
and conditioning. Not only is Yoga a mirror of the needed 
focus and body awareness for successful athletes, it’s also 
a natural respite and avenue of recovery from athletic 
competition and the rigors of training. 

In two important ways, Yoga mirrors the training of 
endurance and team-sport athletes. First, Yoga is the 
practice of mindfulness and focus. Those committed to a 
sport already know that focus is key for successful athletic 
pursuits. Through Pratyahara and meditation, athletes will 
develop helpful skills that make it easier to move internally 
and rely on their training during the fiercest moments of 

competition or the most challenging part of the race. The 
focus of Yoga is reflected in athletic performance, and the 
tools of connecting with the breath, finding a Drishti gaze, 
withdrawing the senses, and moving internally can make 
good athletes even better. 

Athletes must have command of their bodies and the ability 
to listen to their bodies. They must know when to back off 
to prevent injury, but they must know when to push just 
a little harder, in order to win a game or earn a personal 
record time during a race. Yoga mirrors this much-needed 
body awareness; students of Yoga learn to play their edge. 
A regular Yoga practice helps athletes to better discriminate 
between enough and too much. Students of Yoga learn, too, 
the finer points of alignment in asana, and an alignment-aware 
practice translates to an athlete with a clearer understanding 
of posture and form. Yoga teaches us to listen to our bodies 
and to use them efficiently, and athletes can benefit from 
these ideas.   

Mindful Asana
By Francesca Gobeille

There are periods of practice–and they are occurring with 
increasing frequency, the delicious fruit of recent years of 
growing pains and resulting deepening practice–during which 
I experience the absolute profundity of asana (postures). 
Today I experienced such a practice: each breath easeful 
and deep, movements sensitive and almost imperceptibly 
slow, mind patient and absorbed in raw sensation. The 
more I practice, the less I’m interested in external shapes 
or “correct” alignment, and the more I’m enraptured with 
feeling and how mindfulness – of sensation, of breath, of 
thought – can infuse asana with meaning, depth, and insight.

Frank Jude Boccio, author of Mindfulness Yoga, recounts his 
delight at discovering mindfulness meditation practice: “[it 
lifted] the physical practice of asana from a mere preparatory 
role for meditation into a very real and deep meditation 
practice itself.”  Today, as I felt my way through living postures, 
I realized that there is, indeed, no difference between my 
morning sitting meditation and evening asanas. Pigeon 
Pose, and there it was: total absorption in the sensations 
(textures, densities, forms…). And tears unexpectedly arose 
as I witnessed impermanence. Sensations were changing 
each second, and the kinder my mind—the more it could 
feel sensations without interfering or resisting – the more my 
body opened. How miraculous!

Injury taught me this. For two years, my body compelled me 
to move in an exceedingly slow and respectful manner. If 
my mind wandered for even a second, or if I decided the 
posture wasn’t “good enough” and pushed just a millimeter, 

I would be in pain the following day (or two, or three). At the 
time, it felt like a terrible and incomprehensible curse. My 
postures weren’t as they used to be, as they should be. How 
unfair to be punished so directly for a little pushing, a little 
judging, a little mind-wandering.

Now I understand. The injury was a most exquisite gift, 
completely transforming my practice and approach toward 
myself. It led me to mindfulness training, and taught me about 
the potential of asana – to instruct us in clear seeing and 
equanimity, in unconditional acceptance of our bodies, our 
minds, and of our lives. I am coming to understand, practice 
by practice, that just as in meditation, asana can reveal to us 
both that which is small and constantly changing and that 
which is infinite, eternal, within us.

Francesca Gobeille is a second-
generation Yoga instructor based in 
San Francisco. Since completing her 
200-hour teacher training at New 
York City’s Integral Yoga Institute 
in 2012, she has pursued studies 
in Therapeutics and Yin Yoga. She 
currently practices Vipassana (Insight) 
meditation and is enrolled in Spirit 
Rock’s 500-hour Mindfulness Yoga 

and Meditation teacher training. She is most passionate about 
integrating her meditation and yoga practices into daily life, 
and in the tremendous healing potential of these ancient 
practices. yogawithfrancesca.com
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In these two important ways–focus and form–Yoga and 
athletics teach similar lessons, but the greatest benefit of 
Yoga may be in the way that it complements athletic pursuits 
by offering a contrast to the rigor of training and the focus on 
performance and succeeding. 

Yoga offers recovery, both from the physical exertion of 
sport and from the mental exertion of competition. First, 
asana requires strength and flexibility. While most athletes 
will strength train for their sport, fewer athletes devote as 
much time to the practice of deep physical release that 
typifies so many Yoga poses--especially seated or low-to-the-
ground poses. This focus on stretching and flexibility is an 
often-missed part of training. Because athletes’ bodies may 
have repetitive-use injuries or particular patterns of tightness, 

gentle and mindful movement can offer a lot of release. In 
the calmness of restorative or gentle Yoga, athletes can find 
reprieve from the impact of performance. 

Because of the similarity between Yoga and athletic training, 
in focus and form, and the contrast of Yoga as a source 
of recovery for athletes, Yoga is a natural complement 
to sport. Athletes may be drawn to Yoga because of the 
physical benefits of an asana practice, but will soon begin 
to discover additional benefits of release and increased 
focus. Of course, Yoga is good for everyone, but athletes 
in particular will find that a regular Yoga practice brings 
balance to training.

Alexandra DeSiato has been a teacher 
and athlete in some form for over ten 
years. After running for many years, she 
discovered Yoga while recovering from 
an overuse injury. Since core strength, 
flexibility, balance and recovery are 
crucially needed not just by runners 
but by everyone, Alexandra decided 
that teaching body movement would 

be her life’s passion.

Please join her for her program in Yogaville, Yoga for 
Athletes: Centered, Strong, and Fluid  
For more information on the workshop go to: http://www.
yogaville.org/products/yoga-for-athletes-centered-strong-
and-fluid

Delving into the Deep Rest of Yoga Nidra
Written by Stacy Kamala Waltman

www.kamalayoga.com

Depending upon one’s dexterity, there are many Yoga 
asanas which are considered to be beyond our capacity 
such as the sitting position of Full Lotus or the flexibility and 
strength required in the yogic posture of Pincha Mayurasana 
– Forward Stand.

Outside of Yoga class if I asked you where you experienced 
your current greatest life challenge you might respond, 
“Finding time to relax,” “Sleeping through the night”, 
Handling all of my various responsibilities” or “Letting go.”

According to the National Sleep Foundation, the National 
Department of Transportation, and Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, over 40 million people suffer 
from insomnia and many more have lost the art of how 
to truly rest.

For some people it takes great effort to resist turning on 
the television, and, once it’s spiraling on, it can become 
even harder to turn off.  We are often mesmerized 
and trapped by its constant promises of happiness 
and freedom while time drains away from other more 
nourishing pursuits.

In this day and age of over-exertion, over-extension, over-
stimulation via caffeine or media sensationalism, excessive 
noise and shallow breathing, true relaxation has been pushed 
aside.  Replaced by activity and consumed by the effort, we 
often think ourselves lazy if we aren’t busy.  And, in a state 
of busyness, the ability to be fully present often becomes 
lost in forward moving, frenetic activity. Wisdom becomes 
drowned out by automatic responses that left unchecked 
encourage a frenzied life.

Yoga Nidra is the perfect antidote to these stresses of the 
day and the current cultural norm.  Part Shavasana (corpse 
pose for deep rejuvenation), part Pratyahara (the ability to 
quiet the mind beyond associations, opinions, habitual ways 
of processing information and cultural programming), part 
Pratipaksha Bhavana (intentionally replacing one thought 
with another), part surrender, part deep breathing, part 
focusing the mind and part deep relaxation; it is a beautiful 
synthesis of yogic techniques.

As your mind adjusts to settling into Yoga Nidra the body is 
reminded how to lean into itself while your internal organs 
begin to unwind.  Blood pressure regulates, accumulated 
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stress begins to dissipate, adrenal glands are soothed 
and breathing slows and deepens.  Your body’s natural 
healing powers are given space and allowed to rise while 
surrendering into deep peace.

Yoga Nidra is the ultimate power nap and deliberate “time-
out.”  Just 35 minutes of intentional Yoga Nidra practice is 
equivalent to the refreshing rejuvenation found in four hours 
of deep sleep.

The state of consciousness that is cultivated in Yoga Nidra 
is called Turiya; ‘sleepless sleep.’ It is often described as 
hovering between wakefulness and sleep. In Turiya, you 
are fully conscious, completely still and deeply relaxed.  If 
you have fallen asleep in Yoga Nidra, as so many people 
new to this practice do, the subtle and nuanced state of 
Turiya has shifted and been replaced by a denser form of 
consciousness called sleep.  With practice though, Turiya 
is blissfully experienced for longer and longer stretches 
of time.

Students who practice nourishing the state of Turiya in Yoga 
Nidra begin to relish the cumulative benefits of this restorative 
experience.  As your awareness develops you notice that 
your body relaxes and your mind shifts into stillness.  It 
becomes calmer and you learn to observe thoughts while 
understanding the interconnectedness between body, 
breath and mind.  

Other areas of your life are elevated as well. You discover 
that your sleep is richer, accessing compassion is easier and 
your capacity for kindness expands.  With deeper awareness, 
wisdom is now at center stage and you begin to see things 
more clearly without the veils of clouded thought and 
habitual patterns of viewing. 

Additionally, Yoga Nidra has often been called a “karma 
buster.”  Part of the karmic experience involves how you 
respond to situations and with a calmer body and mind you 
respond to things from a conscious awareness rather than an 
unconscious ignorance.

“Thoughts can create such a barrier that even if you are 
standing before a beautiful flower, you will not be able to 

see it.  Your eyes are covered with layers of thought.  To 
experience the beauty of the flower you have to be in a state 
of meditation, not in a state of ‘mentation.’  You have to 
be silent, utterly silent, not even a flicker of thought – and 
the beauty expands, reaches to you from all directions. You 
are drowned in the beauty of a sunrise, of a starry night, of 
beautiful trees.”—Yogic Wisdom

In more progressive states of Yoga Nidra you can learn how 
to utilize a sankalpa (an intentional thought) to move past 
destructive behavior into a more inspired and easeful life.

Yoga Nidra is one of the best ways to exert some control in a 
world where very little is up to you.  Even the word, “control” 
is used lightly here. For instance, in Patanajali’s Yoga Sutras 
the word ‘control’ means not suppressing or forcing but 
simply ‘managing’ with awareness.

The practice of Yoga Nidra helps remind us that we are, 
among other things, dynamic beings capable of much more 
than our limited thoughts teach.  

Successfully practiced, Yoga Nidra trains you to calm the 
mind, teaches you how to let go rather than hold on, calms 
anxious energy, diminishes depression, increases access to 
your inner wisdom and aids in your meditation. It is a very 
subtle and profound practice which yields the abundant fruit 
of awareness.

Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti.

Stacy Kamala Waltman is a Certified 
Life Coach, Certified Meditation 
Teacher, Certified E-RYT 500 Svaroopa 
Hatha Yoga Teacher, Certified Yoga 
of Recovery Teacher and Yoga Nidra 
Master.  

An Integral Yoga student for over 30+ 
years, the name Kamala was given 
to her by Sri Swami Satchidananda 

at the age of 18 years old.  Kamala ascribes her level 
of depth and capacity to instruct to his teachings and 
encouragement.

Kamala’s company, Kamala Yoga and Integration Coaching, 
is known for its Stress Management Systems. Her Sleep 
Recovery Program was recently featured on the front page 
of the Wall Street Journal.  She says, “Some people keep 
others entertained.  I put people to sleep!”

Kamala has a five CD Yoga Nidra program on Amazon.
com and is a sought-out presenter giving workshops 
and programs on a variety of subjects in several settings 
including Satchidananda Ashram-Yogaville. 

To attend the next Yoga Nidra Weekend Workshop with 
Stacy Kamala Waltman, please visit:  http://www.yogaville.
org/products/weekend-of-bliss-delving-into-the-deep-rest-of-
yoga-nidra 
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Karma Yoga: At Your Selfless Service
By Karuna Maze 

“If you truly love your work, you’d do it for free.” It’s a phrase I 
often say and sincerely mean, even though it elicits incredulous 
stares or passionate arguments from those who hear it.

I live in Washington, D.C., a mecca for Type-A personalities. 
Type A’s career-focused, highly-educated, and sometimes self-
centered overachievers who often judge another’s worth by 
their job title. “Where do you work?” is among the first questions 
a new person asks you in social settings. If it’s not interesting or 
impressive enough, the inquisitor’s expression clouds and an 
insincere, “Nice to meet you” is said while their eyes scan the 
room for someone more influential-looking to hob-nob.

Granted, not everyone is like this in the nation’s capital. 
There are plenty of hard-working, low-key folks who don’t 
equate a job position to one’s position in life. But as the city 
grows by leaps and bounds (more than 1,000 new residents 
a month, according to Census Bureau data), the Type As are 
topping the population, lured by big salaries, high-profile 
jobs, political clout, and lucrative contracts—all of which 
plump up resumes as well as bank accounts. Posh high rises 
are cropping up in unlikely neighborhoods and century-old 
homes are being gutted for open floor plans and gourmet 
kitchens to accommodate the new wave of Washingtonians.

The need to relieve the pressures of commuting—Washington, 
D.C. has the worst traffic in the United States—and working 
long, grueling hours is acute. Segue to my second most-
often-said phrase: “I’ll always have a job teaching yoga here.”

In the midst of the politicians, lawyers, lobbyists, medical 
professionals, diplomats, military think tanks, bankers, and civil 
servants, I am a humble yoga teacher. I categorize myself as 
a Karma Yogini because it is my nature to do selfless service: 
I teach a lot of free asana classes and I host free satsangs 
(most D.C. yoga studios charge satsang entry fees, a.k.a. 
“donations”). I organize free meditation gatherings and I 
give away free fruits and veggies from my garden. For yoga-
centric fundraisers, I’ve offered my services for free, and 
occasionally, I give a free ride and an all-expenses-paid trip 
to Yogaville for a student who can’t otherwise afford it. At my 
home, I provide free room and board to a yoga instructor with 
an astonishingly robust teaching schedule and a gypsy spirit.

I have a full-time federal government job and consider yoga 
my part-time career. So I can afford to spread the Karma Yoga 
and still pay my bills. That said, offering free yoga services feels 
compulsory to me. Sure, I could put a price tag on yoga. And 
as someone who has virtually no free time, I could choose to 
not stay late at the office to teach free classes to my stressed-
out coworkers. But I do stay for them. Always.

Karma Yoga is one of the four paths of yoga: 

Raja Yoga is the scientific path which embodies Hatha Yoga 
(think: exercise and breathing).

Karma Yoga is the path of selfless service (think: volunteering).
Jnana Yoga is the philosophical path (think: scholars).
Bhakti Yoga is the devotional path (think: kirtan chanting).

Although a well-rounded yogi practices all four paths, I find 
people naturally gravitate towards just one, spending most 
of their time pointed in that direction. The path itself may 
have been laid long before one’s first exposure to yoga. For 
example, I took my first asana class at age 26 yet since I was 
10 years old, have volunteered in some capacity. Swami 
Satchidananda gave Karma Yoga great import, saying it alone 
“is enough to save your soul.” I am not at that level but I do 
feed my soul when volunteering in Yogaville’s kitchen. What 
pots need scrubbing? What produce needs to be sliced and 
diced? Tell me, because I’m your Karma Yogini! 

Sri Gurudev’s teacher, Swami Sivananda, often spoke about 
Karma Yoga and wrote books on the topic. Karma in Sanskrit 
means “action” or “deed.” Thus, Karma Yoga is the Yoga of 
Action. It “purifies the heart and prepares the Antahkarana 
(the heart and the mind) for reception of Divine Light or 
attainment of Knowledge of the Self,” Sivananda explains.

Back to that opening phrase: “If you truly love your work, you’d 
do it for free.” What I mean by this is, people can practice Karma 
Yoga by volunteering their talents, experience, and brawn (If 
you’ve got time to lean, you’ve got time to clean!) as often as 
possible to make the world a purer place. Karma Yoga is the 
antithesis of a high-power, high-profile job: One never expects 
praise, recognition, monetary gain, or even a simple thank you for 
their service. Karma Yoga isn’t about bragging rights or dropping 
names; it’s about detaching from the ego and the action.

The coworkers I teach have stressful, deadline-driven jobs. 
Each knows the importance of decompressing through asanas, 
pranayama, guided meditation, and chanting. They schedule 
business meetings around yoga so as to ensure they can 
attend class and at least for one hour, return to their center. 

One of the days I teach free classes is Monday. I leave the 
office building only after everyone’s questions have been 
answered—and there are always questions. This means I 
miss the bus going home and have to wait an extra 15–20 
minutes for the next one. So what if I left my house a full 12 
hours ago? Racing home is not a priority. As a Karma Yogini, 
I take Sivananda’s advice to heart: “Serve all. Love all.” I 
never know if my being delayed will offer me yet another 

opportunity to help someone along 
the way—especially all those Type A’s 
who push past me to hop the bus first 
and score a coveted window seat.

Karuna Maze is a Washington, D.C. 
yoga teacher (Sivananda and Integral 
gentle yoga styles) and an active 
member of the local yoga community.
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When I was diagnosed with Sjögren’s syndrome in early 
2000, and shortly after —with no apparent cause — the head 
of my right femur collapsed–necessitating life-changing 
surgery. I was caught in a turmoil of devastating emotions 
that kept me in a negative frame of mind. Regaining my 
sense of well-being became imperative and I embarked 
on a self-healing trip which was the roller coaster ride of 
my life! After the total hip replacement surgery, and still at 
the rehabilitation center of the nursing home where I was 
sent to recover, physical and occupational therapy sessions 
were the core of my day. Most importantly, I started to 
recognize that I should bring my Yoga practice back into my 
daily routine to assist me during my healing process. I had 
barely practiced the whole time I was sick. Actually, I had 
been so occupied with life and work that I had practiced 
very little from the time I had come to New York. I would 
need to start almost from scratch in order to adjust to my 
newly limited mobility and my lack of practice. I started to 
wake up at around six in the morning. I would sit my body 
up by raising the bed and doing some breathing exercises. 
I had to explore what I could and could not do. I needed 
to transform my Yoga practice, which had been focused on 
postures—asanas—and look for the hidden possibilities of 
what my body could do now. 

I realized I had to deepen my breathing exercises because they 
would increase the level of oxygenation and, consequently, 
help me feel more energetic. I needed to energize myself. I 
was feeling depleted, vulnerable and weak, and I expressed 
these feelings by lashing out from pent-up anger. I was angry 
at the nurses, I was angry at the establishment, I was angry 
at the nutritionist who would not hear my complaints about 
the food. I was angry, period. But for me, anger also had a 
positive side: it did not let me feel sorry for myself or sink 
into depression and desperation and kept me in a fighting 
mood. I deeply wanted to go back to being my old self again, 
but that was not possible. In the initial process of regaining 
myself, I needed to feel more energized and stronger while 
not letting myself become contaminated by the environment 
of depression and despair. The only way out was through 
learning to heal myself and assuming the responsibility to 
heal myself. 

I believed that through Yoga, I would be able to get back on 
my own two feet and pursue my self-sufficiency. How could 
I, at this time in my life, be well again and be self-sufficient? 
That was the big challenge. I had no economic support to 
depend on and I kept draining my savings. It was a desperate 
situation.  But, deep, deep inside of me, I had an intuitive 
trust that I would come through.

Each morning, before going to a physical therapy session 
and still in my gown, I would try very basic standing 
postures. My goal was to achieve balance and steadiness 
by focusing my mind on regaining my equilibrium. After 

all, with one leg an inch longer, I couldn’t stand with my 
feet and legs together as is needed for the basic standing 
postures: Prathanasana, the Standing Salutation Pose with 
hands in Anjali Hasta Mudra, the prayer position; Thadasana, 
the Mountain Pose; and Thalasana, the Palm Tree Pose, a 
variation of Tadasana.

The effects of the Yoga exercises 
depend essentially on the 
nature and the structure of the 
body. I adjusted to the postures. 
My point of equilibrium was 
now found at 16 3/4 inches 
between foot and foot, instead 
of 1 inch, as is usual in standing 
postures. Within that distance, 
however, I could feel my pelvis 
aligned and my spine erect 
and I could perform and stay 
in the posture. Nonetheless, 
I felt unhappy, discouraged 
and angry; I was angry about 
being in a nursing home in an 
incapacitated condition. I was 
angry that now I was not whole; 
I would need to put a lift in my 
left shoe, and my movements 
were restricted. I knew I had to keep moving though I could 
not go back to what I previously was. 

At the end of two weeks, I was ready to go home. On a 
snowy Monday morning, I arrived home in an ambulance, 
my daughter Regina by my side. I was lying down on a 
stretcher, immobilized, and wrapped up in a blanket. As I 
was being lifted from the ambulance, I looked up to the sky 
and felt the snow landing lightly on my face. It felt good, 
and I was grateful that I could renew my life again. The 
stretcher could be raised up to be used as a chair, and I felt 
my body sitting in the allowed up-to-ninety-degree angle. 
The two strong guys who brought me in the ambulance 
took me up three flights of stairs on the chair. I just kept my 
eyes closed. I was scared to be taken up the stairs like that. 
I had left by myself three weeks prior, one foot at a time, as 
I descended the stairs on my way to Regina’s. That Sunday, 
my family and I met at my place for brunch and though I was 
in excruciating pain, I was able to move by myself. But now 
I was returning in an incapacitated condition and did not 
know when I would be able to go up and down the stairs, or 
even to leave my apartment again. The doctor said that my 
rehabilitation would take about three months. Nevertheless, 
I felt extremely dependent and could not imagine when I 
could return to normal life. 

The visiting nurse came that same day to check on me. She 
wanted to discuss Sjögren’s, but I refused. “One thing at 

Yoga Therapy for Total Hip Replacement
By Sofia Friedman, Ph. D.
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a time!” I thought to myself. I had two major health issues 
to deal with. Sjögren’s was second and had to wait. I was 
focused on my total hip replacement recovery and was 
developing a strategy to follow. I also knew that I had a lot 
to learn about Sjögren’s before I could deal with it, but now 
was not the time.

The next day the physical therapist came, and we planned 
a program of home physical therapy sessions to continue 
the process of rehabilitation. He listened patiently to my 
lamentations about my new condition. I was angry at the 
situation I  found myself in, but  anger had been a powerful 
propeller rather than a destructive force, keeping me from 
being depressed and providing me with the strength to move 
on and get out of the situation I found myself in. As I started 
my recovery at home, I incorporated into my Yoga routine 
Pranajujasana, the Fixing Prana Pose from the Tibetan Yoga 
tradition, in order to further energize myself. 

I needed to develop a strategy and adjust my Yoga practice 
to my new condition, but a sense of fragility and vulnerability 
overcame me. I could not bend, sit cross-legged or on my 
heels, or lie on the floor to practice. Even standing up to 
practice was difficult because one leg was an inch longer. 
In the midst of such chaotic circumstances and dealing with 
feelings of hopelessness, I kept focused on my initial goal to 
regain my internal sense of equilibrium and balance and kept 
practicing the Yoga exercises I had selected and initiated at 
the rehabilitation center.

As the body does, the mind follows since there is an 
intimate relationship between body and mind. We now 
know that the way we move, in essence, reflects the 
way we feel. When we perform a voluntary movement 
intentionally, we have a purpose in mind. When we make 
the decision to execute a particular movement, the act 
that follows the decision to move the body or body part 
determines the onset of the action. When we execute a 

physical movement with a particular intention, moving 
beyond our inhibitions and internal obstacles, we are 
striving to provoke a result. A body in movement reflects 
its mental organization in its diverse relationships with its 
inner and outer worlds. 

The constant practice of Yoga exercises has a preventative 
dimension, yet its approach can also be educational as well 
as re-educational. The continuous practice of asanas affects 
the individual specifically in its relationship with the body 
as it attempts to integrate mental, emotional and cognitive 
processes. In my condition  I aimed at developing abilities. 
This was both re-educational and therapeutic because I 
recognized that the constant practice of asanas could help 
mobilize and organize my mental and emotional functions 
so as to develop a conscious bodily behavior. One’s 
ongoing development depends on one’s capacity to adapt 
and structurally modify conditioned postural behavior. For 
that reason, through the constant practice of Yoga, body 
awareness tends to build up and manifest in adaptability to 
new situations.

I planned my activities by beginning my practice at the start 
of the day. I began with physical therapy exercises, which I 
would do while holding onto the kitchen counter. These were 
mostly lifts of the feet, and sideways and backward movements 
with the legs. In my bedroom, I practiced Yoga. Prathanasana, 
Tadasana, Thalasana, Pranajujasana—the standing postures. 
At the start, intoning the mantra OM while in Prathanasana 
would quiet my mind and help me keep focused. Afterwards, 
I would lie on my back on the bed for the lying down postures. 
Ardhamatsyasana, the Half Fish Pose; Bhujangasana, the 
Cobra Pose; Sethubandhasana, the Half Bridge Pose; Tadagi 
Mudra, and Savasana, the Corpse Pose.

At the end of Savãsana, Iraised my torso and sat on the bed, 
my back straight and against the wall for support to practice 
the breathing exercises, first Kapalabathi, the Skull Shining 
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breath and then Anuloma Viloma, the Alternate Nostril 
Breathing to ready myself for meditation. 

I had prepared myself to be inside the apartment, knowing 
I wasn’t going to be able to go out at all for a long stretch 
of time. I previously organized my kitchen, stocking it with 
rice and various types of beans and arranged to have a 
weekly delivery of fresh organic vegetables and fruits so I 
could cook for myself. Once I was home, I kept a vegetarian 
diet, according to yogic precepts. My kitchen window was 
my source of outside life.  Every hour of the day, it offered 
beautiful views. The buildings near my home were no 
higher than three or four stories, so I could see the vast sky 
without interruptions. I could see the trees and bushes in the 
backyards of these old buildings. On a snowy winter day I 
could see their bare branches. As spring approached, I could 
appreciate their buds, and later, the change into verdant 
leaves that glowed in different shades of green and yellow 
during the sunny spring days. Squirrels would come to my 
window, as well as pigeons, cats, and robins. I saw blue jays 
flitting from tree to tree and listened to their high-pitched 
calls. I heard the barking of a dog and the shouts of children. 

Once I went back to work, I appreciated all of this renewal 
of life during the long weekends I stayed in. As I was 

recuperating, I spent long hours by my kitchen window, 
reading intensively any material on healing, preparing my 
meals, and listening to the outside sounds or to music. I 
was determined to be well again, and I was thankful for 
the time I had to start delving into my healing process. 
As I persevered and intensified my Yoga practice, those 
months were a time of profound reflection upon the 
circumstances that had brought me to this stage. 

Sofia is certified as a Yoga teacher 
by the Integral Yoga Academy at 
Satchidãnanda Ashram in Yogaville, 
where she studied in 2000 
with Sri Swami Satchidananda. 
She instructed and lectured 
extensively on Yoga while living 
in Brazil and taught gentle Yoga 
on a chair to senior citizens in 
Hoboken, where she lives today. 
 
 

This article is an excerpt from my book Yoga Does It! 
Reversing Sjögren’s Syndrome through Yoga, Nutrition, and 
Meditation, published in October 2013 and to be launched 
in New York City this Spring 2014.
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At a moment of uncertainty a man said, 

“May the will of God be done.” 

His friend, overhearing this, said to him, 

“The will of God is always done,  

even without asking.” 

“How do you know this?” asked the first man. 

The second man explained, “I know it is so 

because, if it were not, there would be at 

least a few times when my will is done. 

If God had a telephone answering machine:

“Thank you for calling heaven. Please 

select one of the following options:”

“Press 1 for requests”

“Press 2 for thanksgiving”

“Press 3 for complaints”

“Press 4 for all other inquiries”

In Yoga, it’s just one thing after another -- 

breath, breath, breath
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My first experience with Hatha Yoga was in 1994. I had just 
completed my Masters in Counseling and Sport Psycholgy.  A 
friend recommended I try Yoga at Kripalu. I had never heard 
of Yoga, but my friend’s experience of Yoga and Kripalu 
sounded Heavenly. I signed up for the program  “The Quest 
for the Limitless You!”  I had never done anything so positive 
and uplifting in all my life.  I was completely challenged and 
exhausted, yet at the same time fulfilled and full of love. At 
the time, Kripalu was still an Ashram.  The whole spiritual 
lifestyle appealed to me. I felt as if for the first time in my life, I 
had experienced true peace and love.  Many of the practices 
were similar to those which I had studied in graduate school 
and to exercises I had practiced as an athlete in high school 
and in college: progressive relaxation, stretching, breathing 
(as a swimmer, we were always finding ways to control the 
breath), and visualization.  But with Yoga, there was the 
connection to God that I had been longing for.

I probably would have stayed at Kripalu had I not had plans 
to move to San Diego after graduate school.  Fortunately, 
Yoga was in abundance there and I continued my practice.  
For the next few years, I relocated several times, but I always 
found a Hatha class to attend.  During those years, we started 
our family, but I knew at some point, I would eventually 
become a Yoga teacher.  In 1999, we moved to Charleston, 
SC and my dream came true.  I met Trace Sahaja Bonner just 
as she was opening the doors to HOLY COW YOGA.  Could 
I have been in a better place!  I told Trace that I wanted to 
teach Yoga and I was planning to study at Kripalu.  At the 
time, she only wanted Integral Yoga teachers at her studio. 
I had not heard of Integral Yoga before meeting Trace, but 
I enjoyed her style and I liked the stories she shared about 
Swami Satchidananda.  I figured it would be an okay fit.  In 
the summer of 2000, I traveled to Yogaville to study with 
Satya Greenstone.  And like so many of us, I felt like I had 
returned hOMe.  

What was my biggest challenge during TT?  How do I tell my 
husband I’m not coming home.  I thought for sure, I would 
never leave.  But with two small children, staying wasn’t an 
option.  The other challenge was taking this lifestyle back to 
my family.  Of course, I was fortunate to be a part of the Holy 
Cow team.  Having that support made my transition much 
easier!  However, about 2 weeks after I was home from TT, 
my husband handed me a grocery list and begged me to buy 
meat.

In 2002 I sadly said goodbye to Holy Cow Yoga and 
Charleston, SC as we moved north to Pittsburgh, PA for 
my husband’s job.  Not only was I leaving my Holy Cow 
Sangha behind, but where I was going there were no Integral 
Yoga Hatha classes close by.  For the first time in my Yoga 
experience, I was exposed to Ashtanga and Power Yoga and 
I did not like it one bit.  By 2005, I’d had enough of Pittsburgh 
and Power Yoga.  I had to reunite with my Integral Yoga 

Sangha.  That spring, I staffed TT with Swami Dayananda.   I 
was so happy to be back at Yogaville.  My first experience of 
staffing was challenging.  I wanted to do everything perfectly 
and I was a little (A LOT) intimidated by the Swamis.   Thanks 
to Michael Smith and Swami Dayananda my fears subsided 
and I finally relaxed and enjoyed the pleasure of serving the 
students.  Again, I thought I would never leave, but now I 
had three young children waiting for me.  As Satya always 
reminds me, my children are my Yoga practice.  

We moved to Northern Virginia in 2005, but it wouldn’t 
be until 2010 that I returned to Yogaville again to take 
Stress Management TT.  I LOVED the program and Swamis 
Ramananda and Vidyananda and Jaymie Meyer so much 
that I came back to staff SMTT in 2011. Not having staffed 
for 5 years, I felt nervous and intimidated.  What was I 
thinking?  A few jokes from Swami Ramananda, a hug from 
Swami Vidyananda and Jaymie’s beautiful smile put me at 
ease.  Oh, and of course, Michael Smith was there to remind 
me to relax, enjoy, and have fun. 

I had learned my lesson.  Sangha is so powerful.  I returned 
to Yogaville as often as I could.  Sometimes just for a brief 2 
day trip.  Many times to attend graduations of my students!   
But I missed being in Service.  I decided it was time to staff 
TT again.  This time, I knew what my challenges and fears 
were and I prepared myself.  The weeks before 2014 Winter 
Basic TT, I meditated on how enjoyable and fun it would 
be.  While I was staffing, I made sure I communicated any 
concerns to the administrator, Raam Bell and to the rest of 
the staff.  Communication is key.   We are all there to support 
the TT’s in having that amazing experience we remember.   
When our concerns are addressed and handled then we 
can be a free space to serve the TT’s.  And they feel that.  
When we stand for their wholeness, they are more easeful in 
the learning process.  I learned that from Satya.  She never 
doubts a student’s ability to complete Teacher Training and 
be the wonderful teacher they already are.

One of my favorite times of TT is Cafe Kriya, I remember 
my TT staff making it so much fun that I wanted to recreate 
that for the TT’s.  I also enjoy sharing my experience of 
teaching with the TT’s.  I appreciated that as a TT.  I also 
had the expertise of Trace Sahaja to share with me and to 
guide me after I completed my TT.  I attribute much of my 
success as a teacher to my teachers who graciously shared 
their knowledge and love of Yoga with me.

I’m now teaching at Loudoun Valley Yoga, owned by a student 
of mine, Vani (Chris) Renschen who completed the TT in the 
Fall of 2013.  I am very blessed to have a growing Sangha 
here in Northern Virginia.  Another one of my students, 
Bharati (Kate) Thuss completed TT this Winter.  My teaching 
has been guided toward Yoga Therapy.  I completed a 300 
hour Yoga Therapy Teacher Training in September, 2013.  

Staffing at the Integral Yoga Academy and Yogaville 
By Kanta Haran
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IYTA News Column 
By Brahmi Milliman

We would like to welcome Damayanty Eberle to the 
Academy this spring. Damayanty is taking over as a part-
time staff coordinator during our busy summer months.  
Damayanty took Basic Teacher Training this February with 
Satya Greenstone and Lalita Vigander. She was “inspired by 
the transformational process that occurs in the academy,” 
and feels that “magic happens here.” She is very excited to 
share her experience with others.

Damayanty is replacing Sundari Bricker who leaves us with 
these words.  “I have thoroughly enjoyed my time in the 
Academy, serving as staff coordinator. It has been a blessing 
to serve with the Academy group with all of the Love, support 
and magic that happens there. I feel honored to have had 
this experience with wonderful people. I look forward to 
continuing to serve for the Academy in other ways such as 
administrating workshops and programs. I am so excited for 
Damayanty to be joining the group; she will make it an even 

brighter place than it already is. I am currently serving with 
Swami Dayananda and the LCAF group, preparing for the 
Centennial celebration! I also have the privilege of helping 
to care for Swami Dayananda’s mother, Yaeko, which has 
been a wonderful and loving experience.”

New on the IYTA website at www.iyta.org  we have a set 
of Teacher Handouts available under the Members Only 
Section.  For now, these handouts are mostly taken from 
the Integral Yoga Basic Teacher’s Manual, and cover topics 
such Jnana Yoga, Bhakti Yoga and Raja Yoga. There is also 
a biography of Swami Satchidananda, and a sadhana chart. 
Feel free to print these out to use in your classes as teaching 
aids.

Om Shanti,

Brahmi

1-800-858-9642     www.yogaville.org

Yoga for People Over 50 
Bhavani Miller
May 16–18, 2014  

Dao Flow Yoga for Women’s Health: 
Balance Your Hormones, 

Balance Your Life 
Dr. Robin Saraswati Marcus, E-RYT

June 20–22, 2014 

Taking Refuge in a 
Tumultuous World 

Poep Sa Frank Jude Boccio
June 27–29, 2014 

®

Transforming Lives

I currently teach gentle therapeutic classes and see clients 
privately.  I’ve just completed the Thai Yoga Bodywork 
intensive with Sudevi Kramer and I’m looking forward to 
introducing Thai Yoga Therapy to my clients.

Every time I have staffed, I have always felt completely 
supported. The Academy Administration is so helpful and 

knowledgeable.  Supriya Butz knows everything there is to 
know about teacher training and if on the rare occasion 
she doesn’t have an answer, she will guide you in the right 
direction and support you in every step along the way.   To be 
in service to the TT’s is such a joy. I highly, highly recommend 
staffing. Come with an open heart and the desire to have 
fun!  Om Shanthi                                               —Kanta Haran



Integral Yoga Senior Speakers’ Schedules
Please contact local representatives for times, costs, pre-enrollment requirements, schedule changes, etc.
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Swami Asokananda                                                                         Contact

May 1–4                The European Centennial Celebration in England Rev. Padma Priya
                                                                                                                                                              revpadma@gmail.com

May 5–8                Talks in Paris Michelle
                                                                                                                                                        michelleyogamarais@sft.fr

May 9–11              Talks in Bodo, Norway Rajeswari
                                                                                                                                                            katrineyoga@gmail.com

June 20–22           Deepening Our Understanding of the Four Main Paths of Yoga: arc@yogaville.org
                               An Experiential Retreat at SAYVA

                                                               Programs at IYI New York
Tuesdays
June 03–July 01  7:00 pm–8:15 pm    Explore the Bhagavad Gita Yoga Philosophy and Psychology:
                                                               Study Group www.iyiny.org

Thursdays

July17–31            7:00 pm–8:15 pm    Moving From Hatha II to Hatha III www.iyiny.org

Swami Ramananda

May 10                10:00 am–5:00 pm  Healing of the Heart: A Daylong Immersion in Bhakti Yoga
                                                               Saturday at San Francisco IYI mail@integralyogasf.org org

June 7                  6.00 pm–7.30 pm    Japa Yoga—The Science of Sounds and the Magic of Mantras
                                                               Saturday Satsang at San Francisco IYI mail@integralyogasf.org org

June 27–July 6     Adapting Yoga for Any Setting: Stress Management
                             Teacher Training Certification Program at SAYVA arc@yogaville.org

Swami Karunananda

Apr. 10–13            Programs in Austin, Texas Vimala Devi
suryoko@aol.com

Apr. 13–May 11   Raja Yoga for Basic Teacher Training at SAYVA arc@yogaville.org

May 17                  Satsang at SAYVA arc@yogaville.org

July 8–10               Conference for Teacher Trainers at SAYVA arc@yogaville.org

July 11–14             Guru Poornima Centennial Celebration at SAYVA arc@yogaville.org

Satya Greenstone

May 2–4                The Complete Fasting Workshop arc@yogaville.org
Workshop at SAYVA

June 20–29           Teaching Yoga and Meditation to Children arc@yogaville.org
                               Teacher Training Certification Program at SAYVA

July 15–Aug. 10    Basic Hatha Yoga Teacher Training arc@yogaville.org
                               Teacher Training Certification Program at SAYVA



Upcoming Spring Programs at Yogaville
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May

2–4 Relieving Anxiety with Bhagavan Pisman, M.S., N.C.C

2–4  The Complete Fasting Workshop with Satya Greenstone, E-RYT 500

8–11 Confidence, Clarity & Compassion:  
 A Workshop for Yoga Teachers and Yogis Who Want to Deepen Their Practice with Cyndi Lee, E-RYT 500

9–11  Circus Yoga Community Retreat-The Human Art of Play with Erin Maile O’Keefe and Kevin O’Keefe

9–11  Peaceful Weight Loss™ Workshop with Brandt Bhanu Passalaqua and Anna Neiman Passalaqua

9–14 Peaceful Weight Loss™ Six-Day Retreat with Brandt Bhanu Passalaqua & Anna Neiman Passalacqua

14 Wesak

16–18  Yoga for People Over 50 with Bhavani Miller

16–18  Ayurvedic Vinyasa Flow with Dani Vani McGuire, E-RYT 500

20–23  Journey into Awareness with Senior Disciples

22–26 Yoga of Devotion Retreat- Memorial Day Weekend with Krishna Das

26 Memorial Day

30–June 1 A Weekend of Bliss: Delving into the Deep Rest of Yoga Nidra with Stacy Kamala Waltman, E-RYT 500

30–June 1 Yoga of Harmonious Yin & Yang: Bringing Your Mind & Body into Balance through Yoga and Acupressure  
 with Lalitha Leslie Stone, A.P., LAC

June

6–8 Vedic Thai Yoga Bodywork with Sudevi Linda Kramer, E-RYT 500

6–8 Yoga for Athletes: Centered, Strong and Fluid with Alexandra DeSiato

13–15 Basic Meditation with Swami Gurucharanananda

20–29 Integral Yoga® Teacher Training: Teaching Yoga and Meditation to Children with Satya Greenstone, E-RYT 500

20–22  Deepening Our Understanding of the Four Main Paths of Yoga with Swami Asokananda, E-RYT 500

20–22 Dao Flow Yoga for Women’s Health:  
 Balance Your Hormones, Balance Your Life with Dr. Robin Saraswati Marcus, E-RYT

26–29  Yoga of Recovery Retreat—Wholehearted Recovery with Durga Leela, E-RYT 500

27–29  Taking Refuge in a Tumultuous World with Poep Sa Frank Jude Boccio

27–July 6 Adapting Yoga for Any Setting: Stress Management Teacher Training with Swami Ramananda, E-RYT 500,  
 Swami Vidyananda, E-RYT 500 & Jaymie Meyer, E-RYT 500

29–July 6  Foundations of Ayurveda and Yoga Certification Course with Durga Leela, E-RYT 500

July

4–6 Clarify and Create a Life that You Love with Meenakshi Angel Honig

11–13 Guru Poornima/100th Jayanthi

15- Aug. 10 Basic Hatha Yoga Teacher Training with Satya Greenstone, E-RYT 500

18–27 Yoga of the Heart®—Cardiac and Cancer Certification Course with Nischala Joy Devi & Bhaskar Deva

18–20   Zakku!!  The Art of Being Alive with Jovin Montanaro

25–27  Yoga and Kayaking with Bhaskar Deva

27–Aug. 3 Camp Yogaville® with Sam Eberle & Rev. Sam Rudra Swartz

30–Aug.3 Yoga for Teens Teacher Training with Erin Lila Wilson, E-RYT



Integral Yoga® Teachers Association
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